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The problem this investigation deals with is how The Echo

functions as a communication vehicle within the TDC. Infor-

mation was gathered through visits, interviews and a question-

naire.

Organization is as follows: Chapter I, introduction,

Chapter II, history and development; Chapter III, analysis of

questionnaire data; Chapter IV, content; Chapter V, summary

and conclusions.

The study found that The Echo is often the sole source of

TDC information to inmates, frequently aids administrators in

providing inmates with information, provides an outlet for

creativity, and enjoys little censorship.

The report concludes that The Echo is an effective infor-

mation medium, and that future study is possible in the role of

the prison press in influencing rehabilitation, its contact

with the outside public, and in inmate-produced magazines and

journals.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

America's first prison newspaper was founded on March 24,

1800, by William Keteltas, an inmate of the New York Prison.

Founded in an effort to bring an end to imprisonment for debt

in the United States, the Forlorn Hope crusaded for the enact-

ment of a bankruptcy law, but survived less than a year.

No further attempt at establishing prison publications

was made for more than three quarters of a century, when three

papers were founded in the mid-1880s. These publications came

about as a result of a new concept in penology that allowed

the development of shops and schools within the prison system

for rehabilitative purposes.2

Despite early beginnings in the United States, penal pub-

lications have, for the most part, developed within the last

twenty-five years. More than half of today's 224 prison peri-

odicals were started since 1950, and more than one fourth

since 1960.3

The objectives of these penal newspapers vary little from

publication to publication, usually assuming one or more of

1Russell N. Baird, The Penal Press (Evanston, Illinois,

1967), p. 19.

2Ibid., p. 22.

31bid., p. 46.

1
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the following roles: as an internal communications medium

transmitting information to the inmate population and to

official personnel; as an educational experience for staff

members and morale booster for inmates; and as an outlet for

creative self-expression and an aid toward rehabilitation.

More than half of the correctional institutions in the

United States, including more than three fourths of those

with populations of 1,000 or more, are served by some type of

inmate publication. All federal institutions are served by

inmate publications. These periodicals are almost equally

divided between maagazines and newspapers, and the quality

ranges from the poorly mimeographed to the almost lavishly

produced. The most popular size for the prison periodical

tends to be eight and one half by eleven inches, and a majority

of the papers are published monthly.5

Established in 1928, The Echo, published by and for the

inmates of the Texas Department of Corrections, is one of the

older prison publications in the United States, and serves as

a house publication for the 21,000 men and women confined

within the TDC system. Now in its forty-ninth year of pro-

duction, The Echo was named outstanding prison newspaper in

the nation for 1975, marking the fourth time in only ten years

of competition that the TDC publication received recognition

1Ibid., p. 16.

51bid., pp.11-13.
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as an outstanding penal newspaper in the United States. The

Echo previously placed first in 1968, 1971 and 1973. In all,

The Echo has finished no worse than third place in nine of its

ten years of competition. In individual categories, staff

members have collected seventy-four awards, including thirteen

awards in the 1976 competition.

In addition, The Echo was awarded the Charles C. Clayton

award for outstanding achievement in prison journalism in 1970.

In 1976, the Clayton award was presented to the TDC department

as a whole for overall excellence in publications. This award

marked the first time the award had not been presented to an,,

individual publication or inmate.

An annual event, the American Penal Press Contest is in

its twelfth year and is held under the direction of the School

of Journalism, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. The

competition was founded by SIU Professor Charles C. Clayton,

who taught not only the first class in journalism behind bars

but the first college-credit class of any kind within a prison.6

The Echo is published monthly at TDC headquarters in

Huntsville, Texas, where approximately 5,000 inmates are con-

fined. The remaining 16,000 inmates held by the TDC are spread

over fourteen other units throughout the state of Texas. Each

of the fifteen units is served by one or more inmates serving

as reporters who submit news and information from the units.

6Letter from W. Manion Rice, Director, Journalism Service
Center, Southern Illinois University, September 13, 1976.



Inmates throughout the system are encouraged to submit articles

on any topic to be considered for publication in The Echo.

A section of each issue of The Echo features inmate

articles that fall within the framework of prose, poetry or

artwork. This facet of the newspaper not only increases the

flow of information within the TDC system, but serves as a

creative outlet for inmates.

The Echo usually numbers from four to twenty-four pages

in length and averages eight pages. A tabloid, the publication

measures eleven and one-fourth by eighteen inches and is char-

acterized by a predominately vertical layout. Typical page

layout is based on five columns widths and features at least

one photograph or illustration per page, with an average of

three per page.

Photographs are reproduced by a halftone process and line

photography is utilized for black-and-white artwork. The Echo

is printed with black ink on twenty-five pound cold-press paper,

and each month utilizes a different single color in addition to

the standard black. This additional color is used on the mast-

head, various illustrations, cartoons and novelty headlines.

Cartoons, both gag and editorial, are used frequently.

All type composition is by phototypesetting. Body type

is set in eight-point Clarendon type and the majority of news

headlines are set in Bodoni. Some of the poetry, creative work

and columns are headlined with novelty typefaces. The printing

is crisp and offers clean and easy-to-read copy.
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The paper features four regular columns: "Happenings

Elsewhere," a column presenting legal and prison-related news

from around the world; "Odds 'N Ends," a series of short,

light features gleaned from wire services and various news-

papers; "Carte Blanche," usually a morale message in short

story form; and an editorial column written by the editor,

usually examining pending or current penal laws or prison-

related topics.

Funded by the state of Texas, and departmental funds, The

Echo features no paid advertising. The only advertising in the

paper is in the form of announcements listing weekly movies

within the TDC, and forms solicitating subscriptions to The

Echo. All inmates receive a copy of The Echo free, and outside

subscriptions may be secured for $1.85 per year.7

Primary responsibility for news and editorial content lies

with the editor, although all material must be routinely clear-

ed through the office of the Publications Supervisor. Final

decisions on questionable articles or material is made by the

Publications Supervisor, who is in charge of overall super-

vision of The Echo.

Statement of the Problem

In any public as large as the 21,000 inmate population of

the TDC system, problems of communications often become acute.

Inmates read publications from the outside world for current

general news, but depend heavily upon in-house publications

7 The Echo, January, 1976.
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such as The Echo for "local" news within the TDC system as

well as news concerning contemporary prison-related topics.

An additional facet of this in-house communication is the cre-

ative opportunity which inmates have by contributing to the

monthly publication, and in turn seeing their creative contri-

butions utilized by their fellow inmates.

The problem of this study was this: How does The Echo

function as a communication vehicle in the TDC system?

Purpose of the Study

The purposes of this study were (1) to analyze the develop-

ment and effectiveness of The Echo as a news and information

dissemination vehicle; and, (2) to examine the utilization

and effectiveness of the newspaper as a means of creative self-

expression by TDC inmates.

Questions

This study was designed to answer these questions: (1) How

effective is The Echo in disseminating news within and through-

out the TDC system? (2) How effective is The Echo as an aid to

the TDC administration in disseminating information to the TDC

public? (3) How effective is The Echo as an outlet for creative

expression? How many inmates utilize The Echo as a vehicle for

self-expression? How many inmates take advantage of this out-

let? (4) What censorship problems arise between the journalistic

quest for freedom of the press and the necessary authoritarian

rule of prison existence?
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Review of Literature

Many writers have examined this prison-bred hybrid of

American journalism. In an article entitled "The Inmate Press,"

Paul Dickson said inmate journalism was not only an important

part of life in the country's penal institutions, but "stands

on its own as a vital and completely serious branch of journ-

alism."8

Writing in the penal press often meets the standards of

reporting and writing required by professional publications on

the outside, Dickson said, and is "lively, impassioned, often

amusingly cynical and highly articulate." 9

James F. Fixx, in a Saturday Review article entitled

"Journalists Behind Bars," said, "Despite a thicket of obsta-

cles . . . Prison editors and their staffs nonetheless manage

to produce magazines and newspapers that are distinguished by

a vitality that would do any publisher proud."10

Russell N. Baird's The Penal Press, a pioneering work in

the field, is a comprehensive survey of American prison journ-

alism from its inception is 1800 through 1966. This excellent

work examined the basis, scope and general characteristics of

the penal press, paying particular attention to objectives, from

the viewpoints of administrators as well as convict editors.

8Paul Dickson, "The Inmate Press," The Nation, CCXVIII

(April 27, 1974), 527-530.

9Ibid., p. 528.

10James F. Fixx, "Journalists Behind Bars," Saturday
Review, XLVI (March 9, 1963), 54-64.
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A particularly valuable portion of the book examined

prison publications as an outlet for creative expression,

including selected writings by inmates. Baird likened the

prison press to "a plant that has grown from a field of stones,"

adding that, with some measure of finance and facilities and

reasonable freedom, it can grow as something of great value

to society.11

Adding to this, one prison editor said, "Penology can

only inch forward in the face of misconceptions, traditional

fear and blind prejudice. We hope our efforts help dissipate

these things."12

Stan Cohen, in a New Society article entitled "Writing

from Inside," said much of the volume of writing from American

prisons is political, followed by memoirs, letters and auto-

biographical novels.' 3A great deal of this writing takes the

forms of short stories and poetry, two categories of creative

writing found often in the penal press.

Dickson illustrated the emphasis placed on the creative

and vocational aspects of the penal press by many prison

administrators, citing the response of one warden as typical

of those received: "There is no question in my mind about the

value of the paper. In addition to providing a valuable

"Baird, The Penal Press, p. 175.

12Fixx, "Journalists Behind Bars," p. 63.

13Stan Cohen, "Writing from Inside," New Society, XXI
(August 31, 1972), 447-449.
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communication link . . . It offers constructive outlets for

those men who are interested in the field of journalism."

One administrator said, "The prison publication is a

morale builder, a source of enlightenment, and a medium to

educate the public,. "1 5

Contradictory opinions were offered by inmate authors in

two magazine articles. Tom Whiteside, in "Journalists Behind

Bars" by Fixx, was quoted as saying those inmates who did

contribute to prison publications were too rigidly controlled

by censorship policies, a practice viewed by Whiteside as "the

single problem most destructive of good journalism."16

In "The Catch in Rehabilitation," Edward Bunker cited

numerous restrictions that handicap the prison writer:

Federal prisoners are "encouraged" to develop
skills of self--expression, within certain restrictions:
manuscripts must be handwritten, cannot deal with crimi-
nal exploits or experiences, and cannot name or criticize
any government official. Outlines must be submitted be-
fore writing commences and the finished manuscript must
be submitted for censorship. Any manuscript longer than
6,000 words must go to Washington for approval. Finally,
no compensation can be received, and a professional
writer is forbidden to write under all circumstances
because of the rule against conducting a business or
profession. Hence (here comes catch 22), the regulation
allows unpublished authors to submit handwritten manu-
scripts of dog stories to bepublished free; it is hardly
an incentive to creativity. 7

14Dickson, "The Inmate Press," p. 529.

15"The Captive Press," Time, LXXIII (January 5, 1959), 42.

16 Fixx, "Journalists Behind Bars," p. 62.

17 Edward Bunker, "The Catch in Rehabilitation," The Nation,
CCXVIII (February 16, 1974), 205-207.
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While Bunker has pointed out many obstacles facing the

potential prison author, there are signs that censorship is

becoming a less severe problem as administrative officials

become increasingly aware of the communicative purpose and

potential of the prison press. R. E. Upton, Jr., Education

Director of the Florida State Prison at Raiford, observed:

Censorship of the prison press is less and less
in evidence today as . . . Administrators recognize
that public interest in prison problems is necessary.
This de-control of inmate publications has encouraged
a change in content from the "joke book" of a decade
ago to the truly penological investigative journal of
today. Both inmates and penologists are seeking answers
to common problems.18

Justification

This study adds to the body of knowledge of this all-but-

ignored branch of American journalism by providing insight into

the role of The Echo in enhancing communication within the

Texas prison community. It examined the paper's development

and its news function within the TDC, staff and administrative

views of the paper, editorial and production procedures, editor-

ial and news content and supervision, and vocational and

creative opportunities offered through its publication. This

study was designed to enhance the growth and development of

prison journalism by airing objective criticisms and opinions

of both administrators and inmates working on The Echo, and by

providing a guideline toward future study of penal publications.

18Fixx, "Journalists Behind Bars," p. 63.
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This paper was designed to add to the recorded history of

journalism in Texas, benefitting not only journalism scholars

but also those interested in the penal system in the state.

Limitations

This study includes a limited content analysis of The

Echo, examining the percentage of space devoted to various

types of content in selected issues. It examines the role,

objectives, and successes of the paper as viewed by staff mem-

bers and administrators, and includes their views on the paper's

rehabilitative influence. The study was not designed to gauge

the effect upon the prison populace at large, but was limited

to those inmates actively participating in the production of

The Echo.

Only cursory attention was given to the first thirty-five

years of The Echo's existence, primarily because records and

information are scarce concerning that period in the paper's

history. Instead, emphasis was placed on its last dozen years,

during which The Echo evolved into a functional news and in-

formation publication and began to enjoy prominence in nation-

al penal press competition.

Methodology

Information concerning the history of The Echo was obtained

through prison files, administrators, the TDC Public Information

Office, and the files of community newspapers, notably The

Huntsville Item, situated near TDC headquarters in Huntsville.
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Much of this information was obtained with the assistance

of Don Reid, Jr., editor and Publisher Emeritus of The

Huntsville Item, who has functioned as an observer of and

advisor to The Echo for the past three decades. Reid provided

not only valuable personal observations and recollections of

the history and development of this unique paper, but also

access to his personal files.

In addition to these sources, interviews with The Echo

editor Benjamin Lach, staff members, Publications Department

personnel and administrators provided information about the

last doxen years of The Echo's existence. In addition to

interviews, attitudes of administrators and inmates working

on The Echo were determined through the use of a questionnaire

(see appendix A). The questionnaire was distributed to all

inmates and administrators concerned with publication of the

paper.

A content analysis conducted to measure percentage of space

devoted to various types of content defined the types of content

by ten categories: (1) Fiction, (2) Poetry, (3) General News,

(4) Official Announcements, (5) Sports, (6) Humor, (7) Regular

Columns, (8) Art, (9) Photographs, and (10) Miscellaneous.

Issues of The Echo for 1975 and 1976 were examined to provide

the basis for a qualitative analysis concerning topic priority.

Information regarding national penal press competition

was obtained from the TDC and from the School of Journalism,

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.
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Organization

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter I, introduc-

tion; Chapter II, a history of the inception and development

of The Echo, as well as contemporary development, including

newsgathering, writing, photographic, editing and production

procedures and problems; administration, supervision, responsi-

bilities, financing, outside assistance and penal press compe-

tition and awards; Chapter III, analysis of data gathered via

questionnaire, including purpose and primary objective of The

Echo, censorship, credibility, outlet for creativity and as a

vocational tool; Chapter IV, examination of distribution of

space, by percentage of total space, devoted to various types

of content; Chapter V, summary and conclusions.



CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY DEVELOPMENT

The first issue of The Echo was published in late November

of 1928. Exact recordes have not been kept, and early issues

were not marked with specific dates of publication. However,

the first public mention of the monthly publication was made

on January 24, 1929 in The Huntsville Item. On that date a

small story, in the bottom center of the local newspaper and

headlined, "Prison Paper To Be Issued From Walls Friday," stated-

The third issue of "The Echo," prison paper pub-
lished by the inmates of the state penitentiary and
sponsored by the officials, will be out Friday. Its
purpose is to advocate betterment of conditions within
the walls, educate the men, and habilitate them for
return to the "outside."

John Stratford is the editor and Eddie O'Neil is
assistant editor. The advertisements come from many
sources. Persons wishing to read The Ecgo can get
copies by communicating with the warden.

When The Echo began, the warden of the Texas Prison System,

as it was then called, was W. H. Mead. Mead resigned on Novem-

ber 12, 1929,2 and was replaced in early 1930 by Lee Simmons,

a forward-looking member of the Texas Prison Board noted for

his progressive outlook.3

1The Huntsville Item, January 24, 1929.

2 The Huntsville Item, November 14, 1929.

3William E. Stone, C. Calvin McAdams and Johanna Kollert,
Texas Department of Corrections: A. Brief History (Huntsville,
1974-) , p . 14.

14
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Simmons soon began to make changes in the Huntsville

Unit's physical plant and facilities. By the end of 1930,

his first year as manager of the Texas Prison System, the cell

blocks were fitted with steam heating; individual cells were

remodeled to allow running water to be piped in; and the prison

shoe factory was renovated, allowing the prison system to sup-

ply all state institutions with shoes. During the following

year, a prison woodyard was set up to supply fuel for the

prison power plant. Midway through the year, a print shop was

4
established, equipped and assigned to do all the prison printing.

Prior to the establishment of this in-house print shop,

convicts working on The Echo were taken to the office of The

Huntsville Item four evenings a month to set type on the city

newspaper's linotype equipment.5 This cooperative agreement

apparently worked well for the first eleven months of The Echo's

existence, but, on October 21, 1929, an incident occurred that

may have hastened the establishment of the in-house print shop.

On that Monday night two prisoners, both staff members of

The Echo, were transported to the offices of The Huntsville Item

to set type for the prison paper. The two had worked for approx-

imately two hours when one of them slugged the supervising guard

with a heavy wooden type mallet. After tying and binding the

guard, the two inmates took his pistol and knife, then fled town

4 Ibid., p. 14.

5 The Huntsville Item, October 24, 1929.
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in a Chevrolet coupe which they removed from a south Hunts-

ville residence.

Although they were captured within the hour,
6 the episode

may have put a temporary damper on relations between the city

newspaper and prison journalists. At any rate, prison officials

approved within the year the establishment of an autonomous

prison print shop. 7

The next two decades brought little change in The Echo

and the Texas Prison System.8 But, in 1948, a new manager took

over the system, and he soon took steps to improve the prison's

newspaper.

Upgrading The Echo: Don Reid, Jr.

When 0. B. Ellis became manager of the Texas Prison System

on January 1, 1948,99 he brought with him from Tennessee Richard

C. Jones, an educator familiar with prison educational systems.

Ellis, who had been a teacher, and Jones both recognized the

potential value of a publication such as The Echo, and set

about to upgrade the prison's paper. One of their first steps

was to contact Don Reid, Jr., of The Huntsville Item.10

6Ibid.

?Stone, McAdams and Kollert, TDC: A Brief History, p. 14.

8Ibid., p. 15. 91bid., p. 21.

10Interview with Don Reid, Jr., editor and Publisher

Emeritus of The Huntsville Item, January 6, 1977, Huntsville,
Texas.
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Reid has been with The Huntsville Item, in one capacity

or another, since 1937. Reid, now editor and Publisher

Emeritus of the Item, remembers well the quality and content

of The Echo in those days:

All it was then was a gossip and gripe sheet. When
it did talk about the administration, it became almost
too patronizing. Ellis and Jones recognized that this
type of newspaper would serve no useful function and
that it wasn't a morale builder, so they asked me to
serve as an advisor. I agreed to help in any way possi-
ble, mainly because I wanted to help them convert The
Echo into a good, journalistically accepted publication.
I've been with it ever since: for twenty-nine years.
You might say I've grown with the thing."1

Few of the editors have previously been journalists. Reid

remembered one Echo of the early 1950s who had previous journ-

alistic experience, but who proved to be less than desirable

as editor of The Echo:

The guy was a real con artist. He would send copy
back to Jones' office to be read and approved, and then
take it back and change it, sending it out the way he
wanted it. Usually the alterations were slight, and
most of them amounted to nothing more than slipping in
a few of his own poems or an occasional outside message
or two. He just wanted to use it for himself. He was
very good, and he had degrees from more universities
than you could shake a stick at, but, like I said, he
was a con man.L2

The outcome was that the former newsman-turned-convict

editor was relieved of his job, and his assistant moved up to

take the position of editor of The Echo.

Another former editor of The Echo who sticks out in Reid's

memory, although for different reasones, was one who arrived

11Ibid. 12Ibid.
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at the prison system with a journalism education and background,

and who put that knowledge to work for The Echo. His name was

Bill White, and Reid remembered what White's influence meant

to The Echo;

White was the first Echo editor to bring a sense of
professionalism to the newspaper. He was a journalism
graduate of the University of Texas at Austin, and had
worked in public relations in Austin before coming to the
TDC, so he was pretty well qualified. He was a real
stickler for detail, and refused to let The Echo go out
unless everything was exactly perfect. He started a
tradition of excellence among Echo editors that has
continued.13

Bill White worked for The Echo for nine years, ending in

1973 when he left the TDC. Another editor was appointed for

the newspaper, but it soon suffered from lack of quality. He

was replaced after approximately a year by Benjamin Lach, a

former unit reporter for the Eastham Unit, about thirty miles

north of Huntsville.

Ben Lach, Echo Editor

Lach was handed the editorial reins of The Echo in January,

1975. Although he had no prior journalistic training or exper-

ience, with the exception of his stint as a unit reporter, Lach

soon began to adhere to the tradition of excellence initiated

by White. At the end of Lach's first year as editor of the

prison newspaper, The Echo was named outstanding prison paper

in the nation for 1975.14

13Ibid.

14Interview with Benjamin Lach, editor of The Echo,

January 7, 1977, Huntsville, Texas.
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Lach puts in an official forty-hour work week as editor

of The Echo, but often puts in more hours on his own time.

Despite the work performed by the unit reporters and print

shop staff, the task of putting out the prison's newspaper

essentially boils down to a one-man task. It is a job he

enjoys, but one that can be demanding, as he pointed out:

It is probably the best inmate job in the system,

but it also carries the greatest responsibility. The

Echo has the responsibility of informing the prison

populace, and I as editor have the responsibility of

making sure the paper does just that. It carries the

same responsibility to its own readership that any out-

side newspaper does. The job offers a chance to be of

service, a chance to be creative, and it's something
different every day. I'm not sure a lot of other in-

mates would want the job, but it's something I enjoy.1
5

Lach's educational background is in chemistry, a field

in which he holds a bachelor's degree. This science back-

ground led to some problems for Lach when he first began to

try to write as a journalist, and not as a chemist:

When I started writing for The Echo, I tended to

write at a level that was too high for most of the in-

mates. You have to remember that the average inmate in

here is at a lower educational level than the average

person on the outside. The average person on the outside

supposedly has an educational level somewhere near the

eighth grade, while the average TDC inmate falls some-

where between the fifth and sixth grades. Don Reid told

me over and over, "Keep it clean and bare." I soon learned

to keep everything I wrote at a relatively simple level.'
6

Lach has received numerous writing awards since becoming

editor of The Echo, the latest being a third place award in

151bid.

161bid.
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the news category of the Seventh Annual Rodeo Press Contest.

He received the honor for his news coverage of the 44th Annual

Texas Prison Rodeo in Huntsville in October, 1975.

Lach became the first TDC inmate to be recognized in the

national competition, sponsored by the Levi Strauss Company

and the international Rodeo Writers Association.

Entries in the contest included articles from The New York

Times, The Dallas Morning News, New Mexico Magazine and many

other national publications.

Lach's award included a check for twenty-five dollars, a

gift certificate for a pair of Levi's jeans, and an award

certificate.

Reporting and Editing

Most information from the individual units constituting

the TDC system is reported by unit reporters, with each of the

fifteen units having one or two inmates designated as Echo

reporters. The reporter or reporters for each unit are chosen

by that unit's Education and Recreation Supervisor.

Most of the news and information sent from the units to

The Echo are brought by inter-unit truck mail. The service

runs the route three times weekly, assuring, in most cases,

forty-eight hour delivery of stories and articles to Echo

offices.

In addition to copy submitted by the unit reporters, Lach

receives wire service clippings of corrections-related stories
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from Reid; and the Publications Office supplies information

concerning TDC administrative matters.

Like many newsmen, Lach relies heavily on his office

telephone. The convict editor is limited in transportation

possibilities, and usually obtains much of his information

from the various units and offices over the telephone.

Although transportation for The Echo editor is limited,

it is not nonexistent. For example, Lach frequently travels

aboard team buses to TDC athletic events. If he needs to

travel to a unit to cover a story, to interview someone or to

take photographs, he requests state transportation. State

transportation consists of a state vehicle and an escort, the

latter required since Lach, classified as a Trusty Third Class,

cannot venture outside prison walls without an escort.

The single problem most often faced by The Echo editor

is one common to editors on many other publications; keeping

the staff under deadline:

We maintain pretty strict deadlines. I ask allreporters and contributors to submit copy by the seven-teenth day of the month preceeding publication, and Itry to have all copy ready for the typesetters by thefirst of the month. Layout and pasteup are completedby the eighth, mechanicals are ready for the darkroom
by the ninth, and we print on the tenth, at least, wetry to print on the tenth. Correspondents are sometimes
a littel slow, but we usually manage to stay pretty closeto deadline and get The Echo out on time. 7

17Ibid.
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Supervision of The Echo

Although Reid assumes the position of outside professional

advisor to The Echo, two TDC employees are responsible for

direct supervision of the newspaper and staff.

Ron Taylor, Publications Supervisor, is in charge of

overall supervision of The Echo, and Gail Monroe of the TDC

Public Information Office is in charge of editorial super-

vision. Both are civilian employees of the TDC. The two, to-

gether with Reid and print shop director Ruble Walker, form a

committee responsible for selection of Echo editors when

vacancies occur.1 8 The committee is not formal, but the four

sork closely together to decide on personnel for The Echo.

The person selected to be editor of The Echo does not

necessarily have to possess journalistic experience. Taylor

indicated that the selection process reviews more than just

experience:

We look at a variety of things when trying to
select an editor for The Echo. First, we try to look
at a person who has expressed interest in the position.
We also obtain computer printouts based on such things
as IQ scores and educational achievement and from that
type of information we make a selection

Prospective editors are usually reviewed and often inter-

viewed by each of the supervisors, who look not only for those

attributes mentioned by Taylor, but also for someone with the

18Interview with Gail Monroe, TDC Public Information
Office, January 6, 1977, Huntsville, Texas.

19Interview with Ron Taylor, TDC Publications Supervisor,
January 7, 1977, Huntsville, Texas.
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desire to uphold the tradition of news excellence started by

Bill White.

Lach was not selected immediately to succeed White. When

White was discharged from the TDC in the latter part of 1973,

another young inmate was given the post of editor, only to be

removed from that position after little more than a year.

Taylor recalled why the inmate was unable to keep his job as

editor of The Echo;

This young fellow had an ax to grind. He had been

imprisoned for a drug-related offense under what he con-

sidered to be unjust circumstances. He wanted to use The
Echo as a soapbox to tell the world that he had been

wronged. His appointment proved to be rather tenuous,
at best, and he was unable to maintain his position. One

of the things and editor has to have, and one which we

failed to recognize at the time, is a certain amount of
maturity. This fellow wanted to use the paper for him-
self, and it didn't work out.20

Lach agreed that there is more to the job of editor than

merely selecting suitable stories or laying out the pages of

The Echo;

You have to be able to keep your perspective in a

position such as the editor's post. Representatives of
various prison organizations have often requested space
for regular columns. The editor is faced with many types

of pressure from many groups wanting various things, and
he must be able to make fair decisions. He has to be

able to keep free of politics inside the prison, and not

cater to individual areas or groups, much lik an editor

on the outside must constantly strive to do.2

In her position as editorial supervisor, Mrs. Monroe is

responsible for assuring that Lach and The Echo maintain the

2 0 Ibid.

2 1 Lach Interview.
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perspective he mentioned. Her job as editorial supervisor

carries the responsibility of reading and approving all copy
and page proofs, and it often means providing one or more of
a variety of services to The Echo:

My job is more of a critiquing function than any-thing else, but I do several things to help Ben andThe Echo. I try to help provide things such as researchmaterials, photographs, various bits of information thatmay be needed. I provide him with an occasional wireclipping or pertinent newspaper clipping, and try tohelp him in matters of style, taste, and good writing.22

Support from the Administration

Administrative support for The Echo has, according to Reid,

been a key to The Echo's growth and development. This support

was recognized in 1974 when TDC Director W. J. Estelle was

named the 1974 Friend of Journalism by the Texas Chapter of

the Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi.

Estell, director since 1972, was cited for his establish-

ment of an open-door policy for the coverage of news within and

from all fifteen TDC units. Also noted was a seminar hosted by

Estelle for Texas Journalists, which provided guided tours

through TDC facilities.

The award was presented by Reid, then-secretary of the

Society.23

2 2Monroe Interview.

23 "Estelle Given 'Friend of Journalism' Award," AmericanJournal of Corrections, Vol. 36 (May-June, 1974), p. 28.
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Reid said another example of administrative support of

The Echo and of the entire print facility is the Clayton award

given to the department for 1976, illustrating the complete

"cooperation, from the top, given TDC publications."24

Costs and Funding

The Echo is financed through the Education and Recreation

Fund, which was developed by TDC administrators to fund activ-

ities not provided for under state budgeting. The money is

appropriated at the state level for the fund, and earmarked

for The Echo by the TDC.

Production costs for the paper average about $500 monthly,

including all production costs. Distribution costs are minimal

because the inter unit mail route is used to distribute copies

to the various units.

Twelve thousand copies of The Echo are printed each month,

with the exception of October, when crowds generated by the

world-famous Texas Prison Rodeo push the number to approximately

50,000. Print shop director Ruble Walker explained that the

12,000 copy figure is a cutback from previous Echo press runs:

We used to print a copy of The Echo for each in-

mate in the prison system, but we now allow for a
single copy per cell. Paper costs have skyrocketed
in the past few years and continue to rise; the overall
cost of printing anything has risen tremendously in
just the last year. Our cutback to onl one copy per
cell was simply a matter of economics.2)

24Reid Interview.

2 5Interview with Ruble Walker, TDC Print Shop Director,
Janaury 7, 1977, Huntsville, Texas.
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Approximately 800 copies of The Echo are mailed monthly,

with almost half as paid subscriptions and the rest mailed as

exchanges copies.

The Echo exchanges papers With many prisons and various

outside publications, including many college newspapers.

Copies are sent to officials from other prison systems, mam-

bers of the Texas Board of Corrections and various legislative

committees that deal with corrections or related matters. The

Echo sends copies to interested sociologists, university pro-

fessors and libraries and archives.

Reid explained that another cost-cutting factor for The

Echo is salary, or the lack of it:

No one is paid for staff work on The Echo, nor
are inmates paid for any type of TDC job. The inmates
are paid, not with money, but with time. The average
inmate gets twenty hours credit on the time he is
serving by working twenty hours at his prison job.
If the inmate happens to be a trusty, he gets over ime,
thirty hours credit for each twenty hours worked.

Supervisors have rejected advertising as a source of rev-

enue for The Echo. Walker explained that this decision was

made chiefly because "There's not much of a market inside the

prison walls to attract potential advertisers."2 7

The chief cost-cutting factor for The Echo is that the

newspaper is produced and printed as an in-house project in

the prison's modern print shop.

26 Reid Interview.

2 7 Walker Interview.
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Print Facilities

The TDC print shop, housed in a twostory building within

the Walls Unit in downtown Huntsville, is a thoroughly modern

facility which produced over 35,000,000 printed impressions

in 1976. The shop is equipped to handle all types of print-

related jobs, and has equipment equal to or better than most

commercial print shops, according to Walker.

Walker, a civilian employee hired by the TDC, supervises

the print shop employees and oversees daily activities. The

shop is responsible for all production work on The Echo as

well as all printing work needed by the TDC.

The shop maintains a staff of forty-eight convicts, all

selected and placed in their jobs by prison officials in col-

laboration with Walker. Some of the men placed in the shop

have printing experience, while others have simply expressed

interest in that type of work.

The shop utilizes primarily offset printing presses,

supplemented with letterpress. The Echo is printed on a two-

color, thirty-one and one-half inch Royal Zenith Press.

The large press area, on the first floor of the print

shop, houses two four-color presses. These three large presses

are operated by three inmate pressmen, assisted by two trainees.

The ground floor houses on linotype typesetter, one compositor

and two letterpress operators.

28 The author visited the TDC Publications Department andPrint Shop January 5-7, 1977, and observed daily operations.
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A small press section contains six single-color AB Dick,

Davidson and Multilith duplicators. These small presses

handle the bulk of day-to-day production in the shop, with

most of the work being done in various paperwork forms for

TDC administrative purposes.

Darkroom personnel includes one inmate operating a twenty

four inch horizontal process camera, one inmate operating an

enlarger, one platemaker, one plate stripper, and four combi-

nation production and layout artists.

The first floor includes offices for Walker, two book-

keepers and two clerks.

The second floor of the print shop houses the bindery,

the department responsible for cutting, folding, binding and

packaging operations. A stockroom contains paper, supplies

and a stockpile of approximately 250 administrative forms used

in TDC daily operations.

On the second floor are the photographic composition

department, the art department and the staff office for

The Echo. The composition department uses two Compugraphic

composers and one Varityper headline composer. The art depart-

ment in the office next door houses award-winning staff artists

Andrew Gutierrez and Phillip Halliburton, who placed first and

third, respectively, in the art division of the 1976 American

Penal Press Contest.29

29Press release by the School of Journalism, Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois, December 15, 1976.
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1976 Penal Press Competition

In all, the publications department won twenty awards in

the 1976 American Penal Press Contest, the most notable being

the Charles C. Clayton Award for Outstanding Journalism Achieve-

ment in the penal press. Making the award even more noteworthy

is the fact that the Clayton Award had previously been awarded

only to individuals or single publications.30

Besides The Echo, the department produces three inmate

publications: The Joint Review is a faculty-staff newsletter;

the Wynot is a magazine published through the inmate Alcoholics

Anonymous association; and the Joint Endeavor, published six

times yearly, concerns itself with correctional, rehabilitative

and legislative news. These magazines received a total of six

awards in the 1976 Penal Press Competition. The Joint Endeavor

received an Honorable Mention in the Best Printed Magazine

Category, and the Wynot was awarded second place in the same

category. The Wynot was awarded second place in the Best

Feature Story category, and received Honorable Mention in the

Best Art, Best Cartoon, and Best Feature Story categories.

The Echo topped all 1976 TDC entires with thirteen awards,

winning one first place in the Best Art category. The news-

paper was awarded second place in the Best Newspaper and Best

Editorial categories, and received third place awards in Best

Editorial, Best Art and Best Cartoon categories. The Echo

30Ibid.
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received honorable mention awards in the categories of Best

News Story, Best Fiction, Best Cartoon, and Best Sports Story,

and three honorable mention awards in the Best Art category.31

Summary

Since The Echo first appeared in 1928 as the official

inmate newspaper of the Texas Department of Corrections, it

has grown from a small, single-sheet gossip and grip newsletter

into one of the most respected and honored prison publications

in the United States. It enjoys modern print facilities and

full support of the TDC administration, both of which have

aided the newspaper's growth and development and strong show-

ings in penal press competition.



CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF DATA

What is the purpose of The Echo as viewed by those per-

sons concerned with its publication? Is The Echo censored,

and, if so, to what degree? What level of credibility does

The Echo enjoy, and is it an effective aid to the Texas De-

partment of Corrections administration in disseminating infor-

mation? How effective is The Echo as an outlet for creative

self-expression? In an effort to determine the answers to

these and related questions, a questionnaire was distributed

to Echo staff members, TDC print shop employees and admin-

istrators and supervisors involved with publication of The

Echo (see Appendix A).

Seventy-six questionnaires were distributed, drawing sixty-

one total returns, for a return rate of 74 per cent.

Purpose of The Echo

Opinions on the primary purpose of prison publications

such as The Echo differ among individuals concerned with their

production. In an effort to determine the primary objective of

The Echo as seen by those most concerned with its publication,

the questionnaire offered six primary objective choices to

choose from: (1) Rehabilitative Effect, (2) Creative Outlet,

(3) Dissemination of Prison-Related News and Information,

31
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(4) Dissemination of Official Announcements, (5) Boost Inmate

Morale, and (6) Other. The question asked, "What do you con-

sider the primary objective of The Echo?" Table I shows the

responses.

TABLE I

OPINIONS CONCERNING THE ECHO'S PRIMARY OBJECTIVE

Primary Objectives Per Cent Responses
Per Category

Rehabilitative Effect . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Creative Outlet . . . . . . . . . .....-..'''. - -... . 8

Disseminate Prison-Related News and Information . . . . 68

Disseminate Official Announcements . . . . . . . . . 4

Boost Inmate Morale...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

Other. . ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0

Total 100

The greatest percentage of responses, more than two thirds,

indicated they believed the dissemination of prison-related

news and information to be the primary objective of The Echo.

This 68 per cent response indicates the emphasis placed on

The Echo's news and information function by staff and super-

visors, and was more than five times larger than the second

largest response, 12 per cent, in the category of "Boost Inmate

Morale." These two categories go hand-in-hand, according to

publications supervisor Taylor:

The Echo is news and information oriented, but by

fulfilling its most important function, the dissemination

of prison-related news and information, it fulfills

another important function; it helps boost inmate morale

among those it serves.

'Interview with Ron Taylor, TDC Publications Supervisor,

January 7, 1977, Huntsville, Texas.
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Taylor said The Echo is much like a small weekly paper

in that it reaches its own special audience, the 21,000 in-

mate population of the TDC:

The Echo is like many newspapers in that it is news
oriented, but it is vastly different from most newspapers
in that it deals with prison news--and primarily TDC news.
This is news that the inmates can frequently learn in no
other reliable manner, and that's vitally important to
them. They want to know what's going on in their com-
munity just like you and I want to know what's going on
in ours, and in here it's The Echo's responsibility to
deliver that information to the inmates. The administra-
tors view that as The Echo's most important task, and I

believe the staff believes that's the primary purpose.
2

Censorship

In The Penal Press, Russell Baird commented on the prob-

lem of censorship of prison newspapers:

Content control, whether it be called censorship, ad-

vice, direction, persuasion or supervision, is an almost
universally accepted practice of prison administrators.
The attitudes of prison officials vary widely with regard
to the method or degree of this control, but on the whole
there is agreement that it is their responsibility to
exercise it.3

Although The Echo is subjected to a certain degree of pre-

publication control, censorship in the strictest sense of the

word is almost nonexistent. Ultimate responsibility for the

content of The Echo, and for all editorial supervision, lies

with Taylor. He is usually not consulted prior to publication,

preferring to leave editorial supervision to Mrs. Monroe. She

usually confers with Taylor prior to publication only when a

question arises concerning taste or potentially libelous stories.

2Taylor Interview.

3 Russell N. Baird, The Penal Press (Evanston, 1967), p. 158.
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She allows Lach freedom to choose what goes into The Echo,

reading copy prior to publication mainly for proofreading, and

explained that this reading is more editorial than censorial:

We don't have to apply a strong degree of control
because Ben as an editor is very responsible. He is very
professional in his approach to news selection and edit-
ing, and knows what is acceptable and what is not. For
instance, we don't want to print anything containing un-
necessary profanity or something in bovious bad taste. I
do keep my eyes open for stories or material that may be
potentially libelous, and I watch for the double entendre
that they may not4catch, but I do not tell him what to
put in the paper.

In answer to the question, "Has any material in The Echo

ever been censored?" 92 per cent of the respondents answered

that material in The Echo had never, to their knowledge, been

subjected to censorship.

Eight per cent of the respondents answered that material

in The Echo had been censored on at least one occasion. Four

on the respondents listed profanity or objectional language

that had been deleted; and two persons said that a cartoon

was deleted after it had been ruled in bad taste.

Inmates writing for The Echo are encouraged to write

editorials, and are given full freedom to do so (see Chapter

IV). Lach and other Echo staff members write monthly columns,

and articles of opinion are frequently submitted by other in-

mates. In addition, The Echo publishes occasional guest arti-

cles or editorials by contributors on the outside. Working

4 Interview with Gail Monroe, TDC Public Information Office,

January 6, 1977, Huntsville, Texas.
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journalists, educators and professionals in many fields have

contributed articles.

Mrs. Monroe explained that her copyreading duties rarely

caused her to object to content in The Echos

In the majority of cases where I have asked Ben to
rewrite something it has been because I thought he had
not done the best job he could possibly do, that the
story was not in its best possible form. My objections
have rarely been to what he has said, but rather that I
thought he could have said it better.5

Ultimately, any questions of censorship must revert to

how strongly The Echo's editor believes his publication has

been censored. Perhaps Lach's statement to this point best

reflects how strongly he feels the pressure of censorship on

The Echo:

I receive editorial suggestions from Mrs. Monroe,
and she watches for things I may not catch, but that's
about the extent ofcensorship on the newspaper. I can
really say there is no censorship on the paper, because
I have total freedom over what goes in The Echo. That,
to me, is no censorship. It's a surprisingly pleasant
fact considering it's a prison paper, but I probably
censor myself more than anyone else could.

Credibility

The Echo prints a certain percentage of information in

the form of announcements by the TDC administration (see Chap-

ter IV). The fact that this information originates with the

prison administration creates a credibility gap between The

51bid.

interview with Benjamin Lach, editor of The Echo,
January 7, 1977, Huntsville, Texas.
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Echo and some segments of the prison's population. Editorial

supervisor Monroe discussed this credibility problem, and

indicated that:

A certain percentage of the inmates here feel that
Ben and The Echo are little more than administrative tools.
However, whether they will admit it or not, I think they
would miss the paper if it were gone; it simply provides
too much information. Overall, The Echo has a history of
giving out straight information to the inmat s, and I
think that most of the inmates believe this.

Publications supervisor Taylor agreed, but said that in

certain respects, The Echo could be considered a tool for the

administration, citing one instance in which the administration

used the paper to communicate needed information to the inmates:

To a certain extent, The Echo is used as a tool for
the administration, when we have to use ti to disseminate
information that we think the inmates need to know. For
instance, we're involved in a federal suit right now,
currently under litigation, that suggests proposed rule
changes in our correspondence regulations. The hearing
judge felt that the inmates needed the information, that
they should know of these proposed rule changes, so that
they could speak out either for or against them. We used
The Echo to make sure the inmates received the information.

How effective is The Echo as an aid to the TDC administra-

tion in disseminating needed information to the'inmates? In

answer to that question on the questionnaire, 84 per cent of

the respondents answered , "yes." Four per cent of those

responding said The Echo was not an aid to the administration,

and 12 per cent said they had no opinion.

7Monroe Interview.

8Taylor Interview.
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Director of Special Services D. V. McKaskle, one of the

administrators who believed that The Echo was a special aid

to the administration, said the level of readership for the

paper had a lot to do with its effectiveness:

The Echo's high level of readership makes it one
of the more effective means of communicating with the
TDC inmates. There are 21,000 inmates in this system,
and that number of people can and does create some
communication problems. This is where The Echo is an
aid, because many of the inmates read several outside
publications, and a certain percentage of the inmates
read no outside publications, but virtually all of the
inmates read The Echo on a regular basis.9

But, how many inmates read The Echo?

Informal surveys taken by Echo staff members indicated

that readership of the prison paper among TDC inmates approach-

es a level exceeding 99 per cent of the convict population.

This figure closely parallels the level of readership

indicated among those concerned with its publication. In re-

sponse to the aforementioned question, 74 per cent of the

respondents said that they read every issue of The Echo, 25

per cent said that they read The Echo "most of the time," and

1 per cent of those responding said they "almost never" read

the prison's newspaper.

To the question, "How would you rate The Echo for its

coverage and reporting of news from units within the TDC?" 24

per cent of those responding rated coverage by The Echo

excellent." Sixty-seven percent said coverage was "good,"

9Interview with D. V. McKaskle, TDC Director of Special
Services, January 6, 1977, Huntsville, Texas.
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8 per cent said coverage was "fair" and 1 per cent said

coverage was "poor."

Lach said The Echo strives to be comprehensive in its

coverage of news from all TDC units, but, much like papers

in the outside world, sometimes runs into problems:

Sometimes I can't get to an area to
cover a story or can't get information over
the phone; sometimes the unit reporters may
be too slow and miss the production dead-
line, or they may miss the story entirely.
And I can guarantee you, when we miss a
story we hear about it from that unit. But
overall, we do a good job, and I'd have to
say that we put out a better than average
newspaper.10

Editorial supervisor Monroe agreed with Lach's assessment

of The Echo's reporting:

The Echo had done an extremely competent
job of reporting the news of this institution.
One of the key aspects of this performance
has been that they have succeeded in getting all
areas and communities of the system involved.
That's the improvement that needed to be made
when Ben took over The Echo, and it's one, I
feel, that has added tremendously to the value
placed on the paper by the inmates.11

Production supervisor Walker said:

The Echo today is a much better paper
for the inmates than those papers of just a
few years ago. I think you can realistically
compare The Echo to many small-town papers,
in that it is concerned with informing its own
21,000. It's well-accepted by the inmates.12

10 Lach Interview.

1 1Monroe Interview.

12 Interview with Ruble Walker, TDC Print Shop Director,
January 7, 1977, Huntsville, Texas.
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The Echo as a Creative Outlet

and Vocational Tool

TDC inmates are encouraged to submit material for

possible publication in the prison's newspaper. Most of

these submissions fall into the categories of poetry, fiction,

art, and cartoons or other humor, but Lach said that not

enough of the prison population take advantage of the oppor-

tunity to contribute to The Echo:

A lot of the inmates are hesitant
to submit anything to the paper because
they're afraid the other inmates will think
they're trying to cater to the administration.
Some of the inmates consider the paper an
administrative device. Still other inmates
consider it 'not cool' to write poetry, they
think it's below their convict dignity. Out
of 21,000 inmates we only get about forty-five
or fifty submissions a month; that's something like
2 per cent of the TDC population. I know that
doesn't sound like much, but compare that to figures
on the outside and I think you'll find that it's
a rather large percentage of the convicts.13

As editor, Lach decides what creative material is used

each month in The Echo, and this, to some inmates, is a

prohibitive factor. Taylor explained:

There are some inmates who may
contribute and, because of space limi-
tations, find that their work is not
accepted, well, they may simply never
try again. Anyone can contribute, but
not everyone is published. However, I
do think that Ben is editorially fair
and objective in his choice of material.
We have a lot of very creative people in
here, a lot of creative talent in both the
visual arts and the written, and it's a
way for them to express themselves.14

1 3Lach Interview. 14Taylor Interview.



In response to the survey question, "Does The Echo

provide inmates an outlet for creative expression?" 92 per

cent of those responding said, "yes." Four per cent of the

respondents said in their opinion the newspaper did not allow

inmates an outlet for creative expression, and 4 per cent

said they had no opinion.

One respondent said.

Publication of inmate artwork and creative writing

offers a source of recognition for those inmates who

contribute. This is recognition that they may never

have enjoyed before, and recognition that they other-
wise may not receive.

Another respondent said that this outlet can serve as a

release for other things:

The Echo provides an avenue for literary development,

something that consumes the desire to contribute, and in

turn provides an avenue for emotional ventilation. This

process of "writing it out" frequently precludes "acting
it out."

Outside of lack of contributors for The Echo, Lach said

the only real problem he has run into in handling material sub-

mitted by the inmates has been the problem of plagiarism:

I've published three poems that inmates have said

were their own, only to later find out from the real

author that that wasn't the case. The inmates assured

me the work was their own and I had no way of knowing

otherwise. I've experimented with the idea of having

contributors sign an affidavit swearing that the work

is original, but I have found that the inmates will

sign it regardless. I mea , what can you do to the

guy, send him to prison?

15Lach Interview.

40
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Reid said that despite the relatively small amount of

contributors, the problem of plagiarism and lack of space in

the newspaper, the creative section of The Echo offers definite

contributions to the TDC inmates:

"Creations in Confinement" is in my estimation one
of the best features of the paper. It allows the inmate
an outlet for his energies and capabilities. It takes a
man who maybe has never done anything acceptable in his
entire life, and shows him that he~gan do domething, that
he can contribute and be accepted.

What is the role of The Echo as a vocational tool for

possible rehabilitation of those inmates concerned with its

production? Does the paper offer any rehabilitative effect for

staff members or print shop employees? Responses to the question

indicated that opinions were split as to the value of the work.

Forty-six per cent of those responding said that in their

opinion it did have rehabilitative values. Ten per cent said

work on The Echo offered no rehabilitative factors, and 44 per

cent had no opinion.

McKaskle said that, although the rehabilitative factor for

those inmates working on the prison's newspaper was important,

it was not as important as it could be:

For the fifty or so inmates involved, production work
on The Echo is an aid to rehabilitation, but that is a
relatively small number of people out of 21,000. It would
have to be considered a minor amount when compared to the
system as a whole.'7

16Interview with Don Reid, Jr., editor and Publisher Emer-

itus of The Huntsville Item, January 6, 1977, Huntsville, Texas.

1 7McKaskle Interview.
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Taylor indicated that the print shop is not there as a

rehabilitative workshop:

We don't view the print shop as having a primary
mission of training or rehabilitating; it has a primary
mission to produce the printing needs for this prison
system. As it happens, the inmates receive a certain
amount of training during this work. If an inmate works
in the print shop long enough, we'll give him the exper-
ience needed to land a job on the outside.' 8

But how many inmates go into print-related jobs on the

outside after working in the TDC print shop? Walker indicated

that the number is significant;

I have people calling and coming to me very frequent-
ly, almost on a weekly basis, asking for possible em-
ployees. Many people have left here and gone into these
jobs immediately. For instance, in the past six years,
about 300 employees have gone through this shop, and
about 45 per cent have gone straight into similar jobs
on the outside upon their release. I consider this a
very high percentage.' 9

Reid said that a number of past reporters for The Echo

have worked for newspapers following release from the TDC.

Echo artist Halliburton, though still an inmate, is a staff

artist for The Huntsville Item, and Lach, who wants to follow

journalism as a career, has been accepted by the graduate

school of journalism at Boston University. On The Echo as an

aid to rehabilitation, Lach said:

I think it serves a rehabilitative purpose, primar-
ily because the inmates are able to write, and then see
their creative efforts turn into something concrete,
something constructive For many of the people in here,
that's very important.

18 Taylor Interview. '9Walker Interview.

2 0 Lach Interview.



Summary

More than two thirds of those concerned with publication

of The Echo believed its primary purpose to be dissemination

of prison-related news and information. Ninety-one per cent

of the respondents said they believed The Echo's coverage of

prison-related news and information was "excellent" or "good."

Eighty-four per cent of the respondents said the prison's

newspaper was an aid to the TDC administration in disseminating

needed information, a significant point when compared with the

99-per-cent level of readership for The Echo.

The paper's level of credibility among inmates is appar-

ently high, and is probably strengthened by the comparatively

little prepublication censorship enjoyed by the prison publi-

cation.

Although only about 2 per cent of the inmates take advan-

tage of the creative outlet offered by The Echo, respondents

considered the opportunity a vital function of the newspaper.

Almost half of those responding to the survey said they

had no opinion concerning The Echo as a rehabilitative aid,

most of them saying they had no data on which to base an opinion.



CHAPTER IV

CONTENT OF THE ECHO

The content of The Echo can be divided into ten basic

categories: (1) Fiction, (2) Poetry, (3) General News,

(4) Official Announcements, (5) Sports, (6) Humor, (7) Regular

Columns, (8) Art, (9) Photographs, and (10) Miscellaneous.

In order to determine the amount of space devoted by

The Echo to each of the ten categories, a limited content

analysis of the newspaper was conducted. All issues of The Echo

during 1975 and 1976, with the exception of the annual rodeo

issues, were analyzed. The rodeo issues were discarded because

those special editions are devoted primarily to news of the

annual Texas Prison Rodeo.

Each issue analyzed was divided into column inches, and

each article was placed in an appropriate category. Total

column inches devoted to each category were calculated, and

figures for all issues were totaled and averaged to arrive at

an average per issue total. From column-inch totals, percentage

of total space devoted to each category was calculated. Only

body type for each story, poem or article was counted; head-

lines were not included.

Table II shows the results of the analysis.
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TABLE II

EXAMINATION OF DISTRIBUTION OF SPACE,
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL SPACE, DEVOTED

TO VARIOUS TYPES OF CONTENT*

BY

Average Per Cent
Type of Content Column Inches of Total

Used Space
Per Issue Used

Fiction 193.1
Art 24 3.9
Poetry 71 11.5
General News 195 31.6
Official Announcements 12 1 .9
Sport s 47".1
Humor 23 3.7
Columns 104 16.9
Phot ographs 63 10.2
Miscellaneous 63 10.2

Total 618 100.0

*Source: Copies of The Echo published from January 1975
to December 1976, excluding special editions in October of
each year.

Fiction

Most fiction published in The Echo is in the form of short

stories. An average of two short stories is printed each month,

approximately half the number submitted each month, Lach said:

Most of the inmates seem to prefer writing poems to
short stories or other types of fiction. I'm not sure
why; maybe it's because everyone likes to think himself
a bit of a poet. At any rate, poems are submitted at a
far greater rate than other fiction. At the present time,
space limitations and the quality of the few submissions
we receive make it difficult to print more than we do.

'Interview with Benjamin Lach, editor of The Echo,
January 7, 1977, Huntsville, Texas.



Although the number of fiction submissions is less than

desirable, Reid said the lack of quantity does not affect the

quality-

There is some first-class creative writing going
on in prisons today, and the TDC is no exception.
Some of the material these guys put out is extremely
good, in fact, as good or better than anything you'll
see in any commercial publication. Look at Paul
Krueger on The Echo staff. This guy turns out some
really creative things, and has won awards for his
writing.

Paul E. Krueger began working for The Echo as a contrib-

uting writer in 1974 and became a member of the paper's staff

in 1975. Krueger writes a monthly fictional column, almost

always in short story form, entitled "Carte Blanche." Krueger's

stories average about 1,500 words in length and cover a variety

of literary genres, including humor, satire, mystery and

science fiction.

Krueger received an honorable mention in the Best Fiction

category of the 1976 American Penal Press Competition for his

science fiction satire "The Beast."

In all, an average of nineteen inches of column space

was devoted to fiction in The Echos of 1975 and 1976, accounting

for 3.1 per cent of total space used in the average issue.

Art

Artwork in The Echo accounted for an average twenty-four

inches of space per issue, or 3.9 per cent of total space.

2 Interview with Don Reid, Jr., editor and Publisher
Emeritus of The Huntsville Item, January 6, 1977, Huntsville,
Texas.
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A majority of the artwork in the paper is in the form of

pencil or pen-and-ink sketches by the inmates, but multimedia,

watercolor, photographic and other artistic endeavors are

printed. Approximately twenty inmates per month submit artwork

to The Echo, and seven or eight submissions are used in each

issue.

Much of the art produced for the newspaper is done by

Echo staff artists Andrew Gutierrez and Phillip Halliburton,

who placed first and third, respectively, in the 1976 American

Penal Press Contest. Gutierrez received his award for an oil

painting of a convict sitting alone in a cell; and Halliburton

received his award for a pen-and-ink editorial cartoon speaking

out against capital punishment.

Three other pieces of art submitted by TDC inmates to

The Echo were awarded honorable mentions in the competition.3

In addition to individual art pieces, convict art is used

to illustrate stories, columns and announcements.

Poetry

Twenty-five to thirty poems are submitted monthly by TDC

inmates for possible publication in The Echo. Of these sub-

missions an average of twelve was printed in the typical issue

of the prison paper during the two years studied. These poems

averaged seventy-one column inches per issue, or 11.5 per cent

of the total space used in the average issue.

press Release by the School of Journalism, Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois, December 15, 1976.
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The poetry in The Echo encompasses a wide variety of

literary styles, from simple ABAB stanzas to different forms

of free verse. Most of the poems are written in the first

person.

although the poetry printed covers a variety of subjects,

the majority of the works deals with lack of personal freedom,

love or problems relating to the confinements of a prison

existence.

General News

Largest of the ten content categories, general news fil-

led 195 column inches in the average issue. That figure

equalled 31.6 per cent of the total space used in the average

Echo, and is approximately twice the total space used for the

second largest category, columns.

The average monthly issue of The Echo offered a variety

of prison-related news to its inmate readership. For example,

one issue offered stories about an inmate welfare club banquet,

a forthcoming performance by the international singing group

"Up With People," and an inmate machinist who invented a

portable mill.4

Another issue featured stories about high school and col-

lege graduation ceremonies for inmates, and a program planned

by the local chapter of inmate Jaycees.5

4The Echo, September 1976.

5 The Echo, August 1975.
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Lach and Mrs. Monroe try to limit The Echo almost

exclusively to prison-related news, and specifically, news

of the TDC. Mrs. Monroe explained:

The primary purpose of The Echo is to inform
the inmates of this institution about what is hap-
pening or going to happen in this institution.
Many of the inmates read newspapers from their
hometowns, and many more read daily newspapers
from other cities. They all watch television and
listen to radios regularly, so they know basically
what's going on in the free world. What they don't
always have access to is news of what's happening
in here, and that's what The Echo is designed to do:
give them that access to the news of the TDC.6

Reid estimated that TDC inmates gather as much as two

thirds of their information about TDC events through the

prison's newspaper. Lach estimated that an even higher per-

centage, as much as 80 per cent, was disseminated to the

inmates through The Echo. This high percentage illustrates

the importance of the general prison news offered to the TDC

population.

Official Announcements

Various types of information are disseminated through The

Echo to TDC inmates on behalf of the system's administration.

This information is usually in the form of announcements of

policy changes or formation of new policies affecting the

inmates. For example, One issue announced a new individual

services policy initiated by the Texas Rehabilitation

Commission which dealt with the inmates' ability to pay for

interview with Gail Monroe, TDC Public Information
Office, January 6, 1977, Huntsville, Texas.
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commission services.( Another article provided a compre-

hensive outline of legal channels open to inmates wishing

to file civil rights grievances.8 All articles classified

under the category of official announcements for the purpose

of this study were articles announcing administrative policy

changes or programs offered through the administration, other

state offices or departments.

The issues of The Echo studied showed an average of

twelve column inches per issue devoted to official announce-

ments, or 1.9 per cent of the total space used per issue.

Sports

The last page of most issues of The Echo is devoted to

sports news. All the TDC units field athletic teams in most

major sports, and The Echo covers most of the athletic con-

tests between the various units.

A typical sports page of the issues studied contained

three sports photographs, division standings for the various

TDC unit teams, and an average of four sports stories. The

average issue had forty-four column inches of sports news,

7.1 per cent of the total space used.

Lach discussed the importance of the page to the inmates:

Within the confines of an institutionalized exis-
tence such as this, recreational activities understandably
play a large role in alleviating the boredom, as does the

coverage by The Echo of these events. Sports is probably
one of the most-read sections of the paper.

9

7 The Echo, November 1976. 8 The Echo, May 1976.

9 Lach Interview.
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Humor

For the purpose of this study, humor was defined as all

jokes and cartoons, including humorous editorial cartoons,

limericks and other humorous poems of five lines or less.

Staff artist Halliburton illustrates many humorous stories

and poems for the newspaper, and draws a copyrighted comic strip

about prison life entitled "CONsense."

In all, a typical issue of The Echo studied devoted an

average of twenty-three column inches to humorous material, or

approximately 3.7 per cent of the total space used.

Columns

Columns, second largest of the categories, was defined to

include editorial columns as well as two monthly columns that

deal primarily with prison-related news gleaned from the wire

services and various newspapers. A typical issue may contain

articles from The Associated Press, United Press International,

American Journal of Corrections, and the St. Louis Globe-

Democrat.

A column entitled "Happenings Elsewhere" is concerned

with reporting news from penal institutions around the country.

One column included articles on crowded prison conditions in

Alabama, the benefits of a furlough system initiated in

Missouri, a bill to provide Workers Compensation to inmates,

and a story about a Maine convict running for public office.10

10The Echo, May 1976.
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A, column entitled "Odds 'N Ends" reports current events

pertaining to the law, its enforcement and prison-related

news and information. One column offered articles on such

topics as halfway houses, a Michigan inmate being sued by the

state for room and board, psychological job testing, and

California's use of legal arbitration to settle inmate Griev-

11
ances.

Editorials by The Echo staff members are encouraged by

supervisors and administrators, as Reid noted:

Inmates working on The Echo are given full free-
dom to editorialize, and are given every encouragement
to do so. And these editorials are not what you may
expect from a prison newspaper; there's no crying or
complaining about this or that. The editorials these
guys put out are reasonable and educated statements
of opinion on current topics.' 2

Editorial topics discussed in those issues studied in-

cluded the inadequacies of methadone programs in treating

heroin addiction,'3 the population explosion in America's

prisons today,14 alternatives to capital punishmont,15 and

criticism of news media coverage of crime and violence.16

Some of the editorials proposed different approaches for

existing programs. One editorial suggested early parole for

first-time offenders;17 another advocated the restoration of

civil rights to felons upon parole.'8

The Echo, December 1976. 12Reid Interview.

13The Echo, April 1975. 14 The Echo, May 1976.

15The Echo, July 1976. 16The Echo, September 1975.

17 The Echo, February 1976. 18The Echo, September 1976.
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Guest editorials are occasionally printed in The Echo.

Contributors from the outside world have had editorials pub-

lished in the prison's newspaper; but most guest editorials

have been the work of TDC inmates interested in speaking out

on a particular issue.

One guest editorial, written by an inmate, discussed the

problem of alcoholism as a disease in need of medical treat-

ment rather than a criminal offense to be published.19

Another guest editorial by an inmate criticized the sys-

tem's rehabilitative programs for taking "too easy an appraoch

to a complicated problem." 2 0

All totalled, material listed under the columns category

averaged 104 column inches per issue, accounting for 16.9 per

cent of the total space used.

Photographs

A variety of photographs illustrates each issue of The

Echo. The issues studied contained, on the average, fifteen

photographs. Individual unit events or inmates in the news

constituted the majority of these photos, and three to four

photos per issue were devoted to prison sports.

In all, an average of sixty-three column inches per issue

was devoted to photographs, accounting for 10.2 per cent of

the total space used per issue.

19The Echo, June 1976.

2 0 The Echo, September 1976.
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Miscellaneous

The remaining 10.2 per cent of space used per issue

comprised miscellaneous material such as headlines, cutlines

for photographs and boxed heads for columns. This material

occupied an average of sixty-three column inches per issue.

Summary

The content analysis of The Echo showed the emphasis

placed on in-house news by staff and supervisors. The majority

of articles in the paper deal with units and inmates of the

TDC, and the remaining articles concern some aspect of prison

life, from changes in administrative policies to new edu-

cational programs to coming movie attractions at the prisons'

theatres.

The importance placed on the news and information func-

tion of The Echo is illustrated by its 31.6-per-cent share of

total space in the average issue of the paper. This figure is

almost twice as large as the amount of space allotted for the

second largest category, columns.

Staff editorials are encouraged, and official announce-

ments account for less than 2 per cent of the average issue.

Art, poetry and fiction occupy two pages of the paper in

a center-fold section entitled "Creations in Confinement."

Lach said although he considered news to be the most important

function of The Echo, the feedback he received from inmates

indicated these creative sections to be the most popular of

the paper.
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Overall, the content analysis of The Echo indicated that

the paper fulfills the objective designated as primary by

staff and supervisors, that of disseminating TDC and prison-

related news and information to the 21,000 men and women housed

in the system.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

Since The Echo first appeared in 1928, it has grown from

a single-page gossip sheet into one of the most respected and

honored prison newspapers in the country. In the last decade,

The Echo has four times been named outstanding prison news-

paper in the United States in national penal press competition.

Today, The Echo reaches an audience of over 21,000 in-

mates, officials and employees of the Texas Department of

Corrections. The paper enjoys modern print facilities and

the working cooperation of the TDC administration, both of

which have played important roles in the success enjoyed by

the publication.

The study was designed for two primary purposes. The

first was to examine the effectiveness and utilization of

The Echo as a news dissemination vehicle within the TDC. The

second was to examine the utilization and effectiveness of

the TDC newspaper as an outlet for creative self-expression

by inmates.

In order to determine the answers to those and related

questions, a questionnaire was distributed to people concerned

with the publication of The Echo. Interviews were conducted

with those involved with the paper's publication to provide

supplemental and background information.

56
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Conclusions

The results of those interviews and responses to the

questionnaire justify some observations, conclusions and

suggestions for future study in the area.

1. The Echo has been effective in disseminating news

and information throughout the units constituting the Texas

Department of Corrections, and a major factor in the paper's

effectiveness has been its high level of readership.

The Echo's staff has made an effort to provide inmate

readers with comprehensive coverage of prison news and

activities, and the newspaper has provided a recognized and

regular source of information to the TDC population.

Much of this information about individual units would

not be available to inmates houses in other units and locations

without coverage by The Echo. Outside publications provide

inmates with general news of the outside world, and hometown

newspapers provide information to the inmates about events

from those areas, but The Echo is often a sole source of

information about news of the inmates' own, immediate com-

munity: the 21,000 inmates of the TDC.

2. In any public as large as the TDC population, problems

of communication can arise. The Echo has functioned as an

aid to the TDC administration by helping officials get

announcements and other important information to the inmates.

The paper frequently prints articles as an aid to admin-

istrators. For instance, most issues will contain articles
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concerning administrative rules or policy changes, new edu-

cational programs available to inmates, or other newly

implemented administrative services, providing service to

both administrators and inmates.

3. The Echo has provided an outlet for creative expression,

but this outlet has not been put to maximum use, mainly because

the number of inmates participating has been slight. Only

about 2 per cent of the prison population submit articles to

the paper per month, and not all of these submissions are

selected by the editor for printing.

Reasons for the small number of inmates participating

are varied. Many inmates are reluctant to submit anything to

The Echo because they fear that other inmates will feel they are

trying to do as the administration wishes. Other inmates con-

sider it unmanly for an inmate to write poetry or fiction.

Although the effectiveness of The Echo as an outlet for

creative expression is not fully utilized, and therefore is

not as effective as possible, the importance of the need for

this outlet cannot be ignored. Many TDC inmates possess cre-

ative talents, and The Echo offers an outlet for this talent

and a source of recognition for those inmates who contribute.

This, as one administrator noted, is recognition that an in-

mate may otherwise not receive, and can serve to show an

inmate that he is capable of contributing and of being accepted.

4. Perhaps one factor contributing to the effectiveness

and credibility enjoyed by The Echo is the comparative lack of
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prepublication censorship of the newspaper's content. The

Echo is subjected to a reading by the editorial supervisor

prior to publication, but both the supervisor and The Echo

editor agreed that this reading constituted little more than

proofreading. Selection of content is left to the discretion

of the editor, and the editorial supervisor intercedes only

when an article or photograph crosses possible legal or good

taste boundaries.

Suggestions for Future Study

The prison newspaper is a comparative newcomer to the

field of American journalism, and very little research has

been done in the area.

This study was limited to examining the attitudes of

inmates and administrators concerned with actual publication

of The Echo, but additional study is possible in several areas.

Suggestions:

1. In correlation with this study, investigation could

be made into the general inmate populace's view of the prison

newspaper as a news dissemination vehicle and as an outlet for

creative self-expression; 2. the role of the prison newspaper

in influencing inmate readers toward rehabilitation; and 3. the

effectiveness of the penal press in reaching the outside public

with information about modern-day corrections and prison systems.



APPENDIX

QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTED TO INMATES, SUPERVISORS

AND ADMINISTRATORS CONCERNED WITH

THE PUBLICATION OF THE ECHO
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You are being asked to participate in a survey designed
to gather information for research on The Echo. Please answereach question, giving only one answer for each question.
Thank you for your cooperation.

1. How often do you read The Echo?

every issue

most of the time

infrequently

almost never

2. How would you rate The Echo in its coverage and reporting

of news from units within the TDC?

excellent

good

fair

bad

poor

3. In your opinion, does The Echo further communication

among the units constituting the TDC?

yes*

no

no opinion

*If yes, how?
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j. In your opinion, has publications work any rehabilitative

effect for inmates working on The Echo?

yes*

no

no opinion

*If yes, how?__

5. In your opinion, does The Echo provide inmates an outlet

for creative expression?

yes*

no

no opinion

*If yes, how?__

6. In your opinion, is The Echo an effective aid to the TDC

administration in disseminating needed information?

yes*

no

no opinion

*If yes, how?
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7. Has any material in The Echo ever been censored?

yes*

no

*If yes, explain

8. What do you consider the primary objective of The Echo?

rehabilitative effect

creative outlet

dissemination of prison-related news and information

dissemination of official announcements

boost inmate morale

other (explain)
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